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Type Current Previous

Gold 1707.40 1709.80

Brent Crude 91.98 93.02

Type Current Previous Change
bps

G- Sec -6.54% GOI 7.2182 7.2318 -1.36

T-Bill 91 days 5.6341 5.5998 3.43
10 Year US
Treasury 3.340 3.193 14.7

Rate

Repo Rate 5.40

Cash Reserve Ratio 4.50

RBI Bank Rate 5.65

Statutory Liquidity Ratio 18.00

CPI 6.71

Markets Close a Volatile Session Lower
 Indian shares ended a choppy session marginally lower on Tuesday,

as investors waited for trading to resume on Wall Street after
Monday's Labour Day recess.

 Bajaj Finance, Mahindra & Mahindra, Britannia Industries, Bajaj
FinServ and Tata Consumer Products fell 1-2% in the Nifty pack,
while SBI Life, Shree Cement, NTPC, Bharti Airtel and Apollo
Hospitals climbed 2-3%.

 DreamFolks Services made a strong debut on exchanges, with the
stock ending 42 percent higher at Rs. 462.85 on the NSE. The issue
price was Rs 326 per share.

 The government is trying to make it mandatory for carmakers to
provide at least six airbags in eight-seater vehicles for enhanced
safety of occupants from October. M&M with its lineup of SUV cars
is one of the largest players in the Indian market in the 8-seater
vehicle category.

 Wipro has entered a collaboration with Palo Alto Networks. The
expanded collaboration is to deliver managed security and network
transformation solutions.

Global & Asian market overview
 European stocks closed slightly higher on Tuesday with investors

largely making cautious moves. China's pledge to make renewed
efforts to boost its Covid-hit economy helped underpin sentiment.
The European Central Bank meets on Thursday, with economists
expecting another outsized rate hike to fight soaring inflation.

 US stocks The major averages finished the session at their worst
closing levels in well over a month. The choppy trading on Wall
Street came as traders expressed some uncertainty about the near-
term outlook for the markets following recent weakness. While
some traders have sought to pick up stocks at reduced levels, recent
bargain hunting efforts have not gained much traction amid lingering
concerns about the outlook for interest rates and the
global economy.

 Asian stocks China's Shanghai Composite Index rallied 1.4% after
senior officials from China's central bank and leading ministries
promised fresh measures to follow a stimulus package released in
May. Japanese markets fluctuated before ending on a flat note.

Debt Market
 G-sec The G-sec prices closed higher. Subsequently, the yield on the

G-sec, fell 1.36bps and closed at 7.2182%.
 US Treasury Bond prices fell sharply in early trading and remained

firmly negative throughout the session. As a result, the yield, surged
14.7bps to 3.340%.

Indices Close Previous Chg.%

SENSEX 59,197 59,246 -0.08%

NIFTY 17,656 17,666 -0.06%

NIFTY BANK 39,667 39,806 -0.35%

NIFTY AUTO 13,225 13,246 -0.16%

NIFTY IT 27,743 27,837 -0.34%

Indices Close Previous Chg.%

DJIA 31,145 31,318 -0.55%

NASDAQ 11,545 11,631 -0.74%

S&P 500 3,908 3,924 -0.41%

DAX 12,871 12,761 0.87%

CAC 40 6,105 6,093 0.19%

FTSE 100 7,300 7,287 0.18%

HANG SENG 19,203 19,226 -0.12%

SSE INDEX 3,243 3,200 1.36%

NIKKIE 225 27,627 27,620 0.02%

Nifty Gainers Chg.% Nifty Losers Chg.%

APOLLOHOSP 3.09 TATACONSUM -2.23

BHARTIARTL 2.55 BAJAJFINSV -2.12
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